Remote temperature measurements in femto-liter volumes using dual-focus-Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy.
Remote temperature measurements in microfluidic devices with micrometer spatial resolution are important for many applications in biology, biochemistry and chemistry. The most popular methods use the temperature-dependent fluorescence lifetime of Rhodamine B, or the temperature-dependent size of thermosensitive materials such as microgel particles. Here, we use the recently developed method of dual-focus fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (2fFCS) for measuring the absolute diffusion coefficient of small fluorescent molecules at nanomolar concentrations and show how these data can be used for remote temperature measurements on a micrometer scale. We perform comparative temperature measurements using all three methods and show that the accuracy of 2fFCS is comparable or even better than that achievable with Rhodamine B fluorescence lifetime measurements. The temperature dependent microgel swelling leads to an enhanced accuracy within a narrow temperature range around the volume phase transition temperature, but requires the availability of specific microgels, whereas 2fFCS is applicable under very general conditions.